Scouting NCAA F4: Memphis  DDM  
Part I

The first 5:

**DDM** requires quick and explosive players, good ball handlers (both hands) and also able to press the opponent full court. Memphis alignment with 3 small and 2 bigs, allow them to be creative and extremely mobile and on other end very aggressive in defense.

PG (1) Derrick Rose
Quick penetrator with excellent creative decisions. Often receive outlet pass and push the ball up the court, hard to stop him.

Shooting guard (2) Antonio Anderson
Excellent shooter, penetrator and scorer

Smal forward (3) Douglas-Robert
Excellent player the best small forward in NCAA. When catch he drive to lay up or shot 3 pointer.
Forward (4) Robert Dozier
Good ball handler he can drive and shot 3 points, as well.

Center (5) Joey Dorsey
Run good in transition and his contribution is essential in offense. He has role of first trailer and he read and create passing angles very good.

**Transition offense**

They not play organize fast break (“numbered fast break”), they run through established and try to out number opponents. They quickly bring the ball up the court by PG, what often produce lay up or open shot.
PG pitch ahead to 2 or 3.
If nothing has happen 2 and 3 run in the corner, to open space for eventually drive.
Transition rules:
Possesion “on misses”

If big rebound then 2 and 3 fill up laterall corridors and 5 run through the middle. If small rebound then he pushes the ball “coast to coast”.
If 3 rebound then 3 and 4 exchange alignment up the court

*Possession “on made”*

Often or 2 introduce the ball, the rest of players fill up corridors.
Pass ahead and penetrate, 5 creates passing angle.

If 3 canot make a layup or pass to 5, he pass to 1.